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Introduction
Diary, 1899-1902, and memoirs of Augusta Henderson-Marr; photocopies of photographs, newspaper clippings, and other genealogical research materials concerning the Henderson, Marr, and related families of Callaway County, MO.

Box List

Box 1
Marr, Augusta Henderson
Volume A
The original hand written volume of "Old Sparkin' Days" written by Augusta Henderson Marr, found by daughter Helen Marr Stinson.
Marr family writings—Compiled by various members of the family
Volumes B and C
Handwritten accounts, 216 pages, but not a diary
Volume D
184 pages of hand written accounts, some of whom were written by Martha Marr, daughter of Augusta Henderson Marr
Marr family—genealogy
Volumes E and F
Genealogical materials compiled by Helen Marr Stinson on John Davis Marr, the husband of Augusta Henderson Marr, and the Marr family.
Henderson family—genealogy
Volume H
Henderson Chronicles by John N. McCue, Henderson family member
Henderson genealogy of the descendants of Alexander Henderson of Fordell, County Fife, Scotland.
Miscellaneous genealogical material on collateral families
Volume I—miscellaneous materials

***Note: Due to the personal nature of the contents of volume G, this volume was retained by the family and is not included in the collection.***